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ABSTRACT
Quasi-static approach is used usually in the problem of ice/sloping structure
interaction. This approach is valid if ice speed is not too high. But ice speed in some
regions (for instant at Sakhalin area) can be rather high. In this case ice sheet edge can
not slide with sufficiently high velocity along the structure surface due to inertia,
friction and rubble influence. Therefore ice sheet edge sliding along the structure
surface is accompanied with its longitudinal compression. This compression induces
longitudinal stress what changes whole pattern of interaction and loads level.
Dynamics of ice interaction with slopes is considered in this paper. Results of
analytical solution and numerical experiments are compared with physical
experiments of Frederking and Schwarz, Law and Williams.
INTRODUCTION
Ice interaction with slopes or structures with the inclined planes was investigated in
many of work. It is assumed that use of slopes for offshore structures is especially
effective because they reduce the ice load.
Many experimental (Afanasiev, 1972; Edwards and Croasdale, 1977; Frederking and
Schwarz, 1982; Lau and Williams, 1991; Lindholm et al, 1993; Maattanen, 1986; etc)
as well as analytical (Croasdale, 1980; Croasdale and Cammaert, 1993; Frederking
and Timco, 1985; Izumyama et al, 1993; Nevel, 1972, 1992; Ralston, 1977, 1979, etc)
investigations deal with the problem of ice interaction with slopes or sloping
structures. But still even in static there is no unique approach to define loads and
scatter of results of different approaches is quite large.

At the present time methods suggested by Croasdale (1993), Ralston (1977, 1979) and
Nevel (1972,1992) received the widest application to define ice loads on sloping
structures. These methods are recommended by Codes of different countries. All these
work consider quasi-static solution, but this solution can be considered only as a first
approach. Dynamics (in particular the ice sheet velocity) influence the load was
experimentally investigated in the recent years in work of Alexeev and Karulina
(1998), Hoikkanen (1985), Frederking and Schwarz (1982), Kato et al (1999), Lau et
al (1998, 1991). They show that effect of dynamics can be significant. Really ice sheet
in static can slide along the slope without longitudinal deformation. So it will easy
bend and fail by flexure. But the sheet inertia, friction, rubble on the slope will restrict
sliding speed of the sheet edge in dynamics. Therefore if ice sheet moves with
relatively great speed and if the slope inclination to the horizon is not low then the
sheet will be additionally compressed in longitudinal direction. This phenomenon
leads to load increase and can change the failure mode from flexure to compression.
The goal of our work was in investigation of the ice sheet speed influence on load on
sloping structures.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The process of interaction of (ice sheet)/(slope of limited length) consists of several
stages. Radial cracks are caused by limited penetration of the structure on the first
stage. The cracks confine the investigated part of the ice sheet. This part is considered
later as a strip that is pushed on the slope by the whole ice sheet. It is assumed that the
strip can undergo bending and longitudinal deformation. The next stage of interaction
is formation of circumferential cracks, connected with bending of the strip during its
sliding up the slope. According to experimental investigations of Hoikkanen (1985),
Izumyama et al (1991), Saeki et al (1979) ice load onto the construction at the moment
of these cracks development is much more than one corresponding to radial cracks
formation. The third stage of interaction is subsequent division of the strip on pieces
during the interaction. Initially the strip is long and easily can fail by bending on the
two rather long pieces. The loads corresponding to this process are quite small. Later
the piece at the contact with the structure breaks on the smaller pieces which form a
rubble near the structure and at it surface. The maximal load usually corresponds to ice
the piece interaction with the rubble and pushing it along the structure surface.
2D solution in vertical plane is considered in this paper. Similar approach in static is
used quite often and gives satisfactorily results for small drift speeds. The ice strip
with bending Rf and compressive Rc strengths is pushed against the slope with a
constant horizontal speed v. It is proposed that this strip connected by a hinge with the
sheet. Longitudinal deformation of the sheet at the contact with the strip is assumed to
be much smaller than longitudinal deformation of the strip itself. So the sheet is
considered as incompressible whereas the strip-compressible. Change of the form of
the strip due to bending is neglected but all forces what induce bending moment and
corresponding failure mode are considered. A reversion motion is investigated.
That is the following problem is examined (Fig 1): absolutely rigid plane inclined to
the horizon at the angle α moves with the constant horizontal velocity v against the

floating ice strip attached by the hinge to the semi-infinite sheet. Some rubble after
previous interactions can be located on the structure surface. Maximal height zr of the
rubble is fixed. The ice strip is characterised by the length lef, width b and thickness h.
Ice is considered as homogeneous elastic material with modulus of elasticity E and
Poisson’s ratio µ. The strip rotates at the angle ϕ around the hinge when the inclined
plane moves, and can be compressed (longitudinal deformation ε can form). At the
time moment assumed as the beginning of interaction (t=0) the longitudinal
deformation and the angle of rotation are equal to zero.
Determination of the initial length lef in dynamics represents an independent task. This
length is not a constant and can change its value depending on several parameters, for
example, of mass of rubble on the structure slope, ice speed, etc. Experimental
measurements demonstrate that this length can vary in wide range and should be
considered as a random variable.
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Figure 1.Scheme for computation.
The initial length as the first approach can be defined from the static solution. For
example it can be assumed as the distance x1 to the first crack that forms in the
floating semi-infinite elastic beam in result of vertical displacement of its end. This
distance is equal x1 = πλ / 4 (where λ - characteristic length),
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During the consequent numerical modelling value lef was varied in wide ranges.

THE MAIN STAGES OF DYNAMICS OF ICE/SLOPE INTERACTION.

In the course of the working out solution of ice/sloping structure interaction the
following stages were considered:
- the initial stage of interaction when the strip moves against the slope and due to
bending failure is divided on two pieces. These pieces are in the hinge contact. The far
from the structure piece falls down to water after the crack formation; the nearest piece
continues sliding along the surface, but position of the nearest part of the strip changes
after failure crack formation, because both parts of the strip are in the hinge contact.
- subsequent motion of ice, rotation and sliding of the nearest to the structure piece
of the strip and its division on smaller pieces;
- rubble formation on the slope and the ice piece interaction with rubble.
To define the strip movement, the stress in ice, the failure instant, the load at this
instant etc. the differential equation of the strip and its pieces rotation was considered.
The following forces were taken into account ( see Fig.1):
- the inertia of the ice strip (or its piece) rotation, J;
- the deficit of buoyancy force due the strip(piece) moving up, D;
- the longitudinal force induced due to the strip (piece) compression during the
structure motion, . This force consists of two parts: one is connected with projection
on the longitudinal direction of the ice weight excess (due to deficit of buoyancy) and
another with the piece compression (reason of this force formation was explained
before).
- the damping of the ice strip (piece) oscillation, De;
- the force, exerted by the ice strip edge on the structure surface, N;
- the inertia of rubble located on the sloping surface, Jr;
- the forces due to the rubble and the ice sheet edge friction along the structure
surface, Er and Es.
Determination of the mass of the ice rubble on the structure surface is connected with
some difficulties: when the ice piece reaches the construction neck, it rotates and falls
down, loading part of the ice beam near the structure. This can lead to additional
uncertainties during the numerical modelling. To simplify consequent calculation it
was supposed, that the rubble is located over the whole height of the inclined plane
and the thickness of the rubble layer on the structure surface is constant and twice of a
level ice.
As it was mentioned above, the process of interaction consists of some successive
stages. Rotation equation on any stage (i+1) can be written in the form:
(2)

ϕ i+1 + 2nϕ i +1 + w 2ϕ i +1 − Rt + c = 0

where n, w, R and c – constants, depending on lef, b, h, α, v, E, µ, γw, ρi (ice density),
f (coefficient of dynamic friction of ice along the structure surface), η (porosity of the
ice rubble on the slope).
Initial conditions at each step:
(3)

ti+1=0

ϕi = ϕ0 ,

(4)

ϕ ( t = 0 ) = f ( v ,α ,l ef ) ,

where ϕ 0 , f (ν ,α , l ef ) are angle and velocity of rotation at the end of the foregoing

step.
Integrating the equation (2) and substituting initial conditions (3,4) become possible to
define angle of rotation at any time moment of interaction and correspondingly to
estimate values of the horizontal Nh ( N h = N sin α ) and the vertical Nv
( N v = N cos α ) components of ice load onto the sloping structure.
The failure criterion of ice is used in the form:
(5)

σ 1 ,2 = −

T
bh

6 M max
,
bh 2

where Mmax – maximal bending moment in any section of the strip, σ 1, 2 -maximal and
minimal stress in the strip’s cross-section (tensile stresses are positive). Equation (5)
was checked step by step for every cross-section of the strip at the each time instant.
The time moment, when the maximal stress in some section of the beam becomes
equal to the compressive or tensile ice strengths, defines the failure instant. The load at
this instant reaches intermediate maximum corresponding to the considered step.
The scheme described above was used for all stages of interaction. Subsequent the ice
strip division, sliding, pushing the rabble, etc. repeated several times. The shorter is
the piece (in result of division) the more is the stress component induced by
compression. Cyclically repeating described above calculation procedure for the newly
formed ice piece gives possibility to define absolutely maximal load on the
construction and corresponding the ice failure mode. The following conditions were
used as a criterion for the finalisation of the process of calculation:
1) the angle of rotation of the ice piece exceeds 10°
2) the length of the piece reached about 3 its thickness.

THE RESULTS OF CALCULATION

To run the numerical modelling the special computer program was developed on the
base of the described above solution. This program gives possibility to determine the
mode of ice failure and value of the maximal horizontal (vertical) load on the slope
during all stages of interaction. The ice properties and the structure form were varied
in the following ranges:
- the angle of slope inclination to the horizon α =30°-70°; ice thickness h= 0.5-2 m;
the ice unconfined compressive and tensile strengths Rc =0.5-2 Mpa, Rf =0.3 Rc
respectively; the ice drift velocity v = 0.05-0.8 m/s; the ice density and the Poisson’s
ratio 900 kg/m3 and 0,3 respectively; the modulus of elasticity of the ice E= 5 Gpa; the
coefficient of ice/slope friction f=0.2; the porosity of the ice rubble on the structure
slope η =0.2, the damping of oscillations-5% of the critical.

It was ascertained in the computation that the effective length influences the process
of ice/sloping structure interaction and the loads for the same other input data. That’s
why calculations were done for the 3 different values of the effective length derived by
Eq.(1): l ef = 1.58 λ , l ef = λ , l ef = 2λ . During the analysis of the results the largest
load value observed for different lef and the ice failure mode corresponding to this load
(compression, flexure) were taken into account. In result of numerical modelling ice
failure modes map and dependencies for ice load determination were suggested.
Initially the modelling of the ice/sloping structure interaction was performed without
consideration of the ice rubble existence on the slope in order to define later the rubble
influence on the ice load value and the ice failure mode. The ice failure modes map
ρ gh
v2
represented as the function of non-dimensional parameters
and i
(where g gh
Rc
the gravity acceleration) is shown in Fig.2. Input data in the area above each curve
correspond to compressive failure for slope suitable to this curve. Otherwise to flexure
failure. Increase of ice thickness or ice velocity leads according to this figure to
transition ice failure mode to compression instead of flexure for the same other
parameters. The more is the angle of structure inclination to the horizon the more is
the probability of ice failure by compression.
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Figure 2. Ice failure modes map. Each curve represents the border of failure zones by
compression and flexure for particular angle of the slope inclination.
In the result of the numerical modelling the ice load Nh dependence on the ice
characteristics and the structure parameters can be represented by function of the nondimensional parameter N h /( Rc bh ) as the non-dimensional combination ρ i E v / Rc for

the given value of α.
α =30
N h /( Rc bh ) =0.01+0.035( ρ i E v / Rc )0.55
α =40

N h /( Rc bh ) =0.02+0.07( ρ i E v / R c )0.55

α =50

N h /( Rc bh ) =0.04+0.14( ρ i E v / Rc )0.55

α =60

N h /( Rc bh ) =0.08+0.25( ρ i E v / Rc )0.55

for 0.05<( ρ i E v / Rc )<2

N h /( Rc bh ) =0.425(

α =70

ρ i E v / Rc )0.07

for 2<( ρ i E v / Rc )<3.4

N h /( Rc bh ) =0.16+0.45( ρ i E v / Rc )0.55

N h /( Rc bh ) =0.61( ρ i E v / Rc )

0.07

The results for the parameter

for 0.05<( ρ i E v / Rc )<1

for 1<( ρ i E v / Rc )<3.4

ρ i E v / Rc value equal to 0.053 (what corresponds in

nature to small drift speeds v≈0,05m/s), were considered as a quasi-static. Then ratio
of the non-dimensional load N h /( Rc bh ) at any ρ i E v / Rc value to the nondimensional load corresponding to quasi-static solution will define the velocity
influence on the ice load – so called velocity factor kv. Velocity factor dependence on
parameter ρ i E v / Rc for different angles of inclination is depicted in Fig.3. Figure
shows that the ice load essentially depends on the drift velocity, and can increase
several times at high velocities.
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Figure 3. The velocity factor
Usually value of the velocity factor changes significantly when failure by flexure is
replaced by compressive failure. This factor does not essentially depends on the angle
of inclination for α=30-50o and the parameter ρ i E v / Rc variation at the whole
considered range, because flexure is the main failure mode in this case. Significant
increase of the velocity factor at high ρ i E v / Rc is connected with influence of the
longitudinal compression in Eq. (5). Due to this compression resistance to flexure
failure increases. The velocity factor does not change for α=70o, ρ i E v / Rc >1 and
α=60o, ρ i E v / Rc >2 because the compressive failure corresponds to all situations in
this range. Actually great longitudinal compression in these situations enlarges the
limit of flexure failure but do not change the limit of the compressive one. Therefore
the whole pattern and the load remain the same independently on the ice speed.
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Figure 4. The ice failure modes map. The ice rubble exists on the slope.

Existence of the rubble on the slope essentially influences ice failure mode and ice
load value. One can see comparing the ice failure modes maps given in Fig.2 and
Fig.4.that the zone of failure by compression increases for the same combinations of
ρ gh
v2
the non-dimensional parameters
and i
if rubble is considered. Presence of ice
gh
Rc
rubble on slope also leads to the increase 1.5-2.0 times of the velocity factor for the
same input data.

COMPARISON WITH THE RESULTS OF PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS.

The velocity factors from the suggested solution and some physical experiments were
compared. An example is demonstrated in Fig.5. The velocity factor defined on the
base of experimental data of Frederking and Schwarz (1982) for the down-ward
breaking cone and data obtained on the results of the numerical modeling are plotted
in this figure. As the down-ward cone is considered, the rubble has not influence on
loads. Therefore results of numerical experiments where the rubble was not considered
are used.
The good correlation is evident. The same correlation was observed with some another
experiments for instance of Lau and Williams (1991)
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Figure 5. The velocity factor defined on the base of the experimental data given by
Frederking and Schwarz (1982) and results of the conducted numerical modelling

CONCLUSION

Dynamics of ice / inclined plane interaction is considered in this paper. The analytical
solution is obtained and wide numerical experiments are carried out. The results
demonstrate possibility of transition ice failure mode from flexure to compression at
high ice speeds and some of angles of slope inclination. This transition leads to loads
increase. Especially significantly loads increase if rubble located on the slope.
Influence of dynamics is characterised by the velocity factor equal to dynamic/static
loads ratio. Dependence of this factor on the slope angle, velocity and ice properties is
characterised by the special map obtained on the base of numerical experiments.
Results of the suggested solution are in a good correlation with physical experiments
of Frederking and Schwarz (1982), Law and Williams (1991) (do not shown here) and
others.
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